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“What the world needs now, in the Anthropocene, is an Ahuman
Pedagogy, one that de-centers the hu-man, and challenges the eco-
political and aesthetic situation of education today. This is an important
book, because it is a machine of/for change…plug in!” —Bernd
Herzogenrath, Professor, Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany, and
editor of Film as Philosophy and Sonic Thinking: A Media Philosophical
Approach “This is shock therapy for business-as-usual education, and
a maze: As one door slams in my face, another one opens next to it. All
contributions in this remarkable volume will not appeal to everyone,
but they certainly won’t leave anyone unaffected. Together, they
redirect education to confront its own premises in impossible times.“ —
Helena Pedersen, Department of Pedagogical, Curricular, and
Professional Studies, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, and author of
Schizoanalysis and Animal Science Education This book brings together
a collection of multi-disciplinary voices to discuss, debate, and devise a
series of ahuman pedagogical proposals that aim to address the
challenging ecological, political, social, economic, and aesthetic milieu
within which education is situated today. Attending to contemporary
calls to decenter all-too-human educational research and practice,
while also coming to terms with the limits and inheritances through
which such calls are made possible in the first place, this book aims to
interrogate, but also invent, what the editors call an ahuman pedagogy.
Organized in three main sections—Conjuring an Ahuman Pedagogy,
Machinic Re/distributions, and Non-pedagogies for Unthought
Futures—this multi-disciplinary experiment in ahuman pedagogies for
the age of the Anthropocene offers an experimental—albeit always
speculative and incomplete—series of pedagogical proposals that work
to unthink and counter-actualize educational futures-as-usual. Jessie
L. Beier is a teacher, artist, writer, and conjurer of weird pedagogies for
unthought futures. jan jagodzinski is Professor of Visual Art and Media
Education at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.


